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In This IssueIlluminating Variability’s Dark Matter
SHERMAN ET AL., PAGE 315
A theoretical framework for extrinsic noise shows that cell-to-cell variability
does not affect all parts of gene expression equally.
Editor’s note: The theory in this paper is supported by inspiring experiments,
including this hidden gem: the authors developed a way to use fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy and quantitative western blotting to convert the arbi-
trary units used in flow cytometry to actual protein numbers. The paper itself
is beautifully written. See also Preview by Justman, which explores the impor-tance of the main finding—namely, that the dominant source of extrinsic noise is variation between individual cells’ baseline
propensities to transcribe.Regulatory Secrets of an Autoimmune Disease
CHEN ET AL., PAGE 326
Teasing apart tissue-specific gene expression networks from complex patient biopsy samples reveals key regulators of an
autoimmune disease.
Editor’s note: How do interactions between tissues contribute to disease? And how can these be studied in complex primary
disease tissue samples in which one tissue has infiltrated another? This work addresses these questions by separating gene
regulatory mechanisms that are baseline in healthy tissue from those that are associated with disease-specific infiltrating cells
and from those mechanisms that are disease-associated and induced by infiltrating cells.Tuning Cell Autonomy
MAIRE ET AL., PAGE 349
A formal treatment of cell behavior describes dynamic inter-dependencies that span several scales in space and time.
Editor’s note: We know that biological processes are constrained by physical laws and probability; these constraints are
captured in molecular-level models. However, biological processes may also be constrained by the cell’s context, particularly
the behavior of other cells and their arrangements in space. Here, Maire and Youk present a formal treatment of these larger-
scale dependencies. They show that tuning the amount of autonomy cells have when they make decisions can produce rich
cellular- and population-level phenotypes. See also Preview by Gore.Understanding Autism through Protein Complexes
LI ET AL., PAGE 361
Protein complexes linked to autism spectrum disorders are used to understand genetic variants identified by exome
sequencing.
Editor’s note: The approach of Li et al. represents an experimental strategy to generate hypotheses about themolecular mech-
anisms underlying disease starting from the hits identified from large sequencing studies. See also Preview by Yu and col-
leagues.The Brain’s Computations Link Perception to
Behavior
HAESEMEYER ET AL., PAGE 338
A home-built infrared laser rig simultaneously stimulates and tracks behavior in
larval zebrafish; this approach illuminates the brain’s calculus behind heat
avoidance.
Editor’s note: Cell Systems’s first neuroscience paper provides lessons in quan-
titative inference. By subjecting animals to the heat equivalent of white noise and
tracking their behavior, Haesemeyer et al. are able to infer what ‘‘counts’’ as an
aversive heat stimulus in the zebrafish brain without testing conditions one-by-
one. Further, they infer how the brain processes this information: it computes
heat’s derivative and integral across time, allowing animals to respond to both
absolute and relative temperature.Cell Systems 1, November 25, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. ix
